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A podcast to help guide young, female marketers in their career

Normalize and break the mold of a nonlinear career path

Emphasize the importance of networking

Give girls the confidence to apply to jobs and know their worth
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Young, female, career-driven individuals that are looking to expand their

knowledge 

Ages 18-35
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VALUE PROPOSITIONVALUE PROPOSITIONVALUE PROPOSITION
Receive advice from real women who have previously been

in the listener's position

Give young women the mentorship and encouragement

they are seeking

Show there is value in not having a linear career path

Promote diversity, mental health, self-care, etc. through

each guest's unique story
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First-ever Marketing Career Podcast for

young, female marketers by women

We have a wide range of industries and

roles that the guests speak about
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BRAND VOICEBRAND VOICEBRAND VOICE   
& MESSAGING& MESSAGING& MESSAGING

Welcoming tone of voice (we're your friends at Happy Hour)

Super casual- not intimidating, aiming to be relatable 

Non-formal speech indicators, some swearing is okay 

(i.e. 'boss bitch', 'get shit done') 

5x x
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PINK
#fea4c8 

NAVY BLUE
#021640

LIGHT BLUE
#021640

LIGHT
YELLOW
#ffe38c

YELLOW
#ffbf00

color palette:  
RED ORANGE

#fea4c8 

LOGO VARIATION AND COLORSLOGO VARIATION AND COLORSLOGO VARIATION AND COLORS

name logo picture logo 

LIGHT PINK
#ffd6d6

circle logo

 ORANGE
#ff921a

WHITE
#ffffff

main

secondary

core 1

core 2

accent

LOGO FONTS:

- COLOMBO SANS FONT RE

- EMITHA
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RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS
Stay consistent with fonts throughout platforms

Incorporate the light blue, light yellow, and orange accent colors to

complement core colors

Showcasing a larger range of colors on social media 

Highlights are currently the same color on Instagram 

Post your monthly favorite cocktail and mocktail at happy hour to

incorporate the cocktail side of the podcast

Add to highlights
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RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS

Emojis of similar colors with a one-line description in the bio

Evaluate '#1 Marketing Career Podcast', possibly substitute (Instagram)

Add when each episode goes live in the bio

Incorporate accent colors to complement core colors

Showcasing a larger range of colors on Instagram  

Highlights are currently the same color on Instagram 

Strengthen "Cocktail" content of "Content & Cocktails" 

 Post your monthly favorite cocktail and mocktail, 

Add to highlights

SOCIAL MEDIA

Instagram
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RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS

Bio

suggest linking Content & Cocktails website 

Match with Instagram after recommendation changes 

'Broadcast Media' as industry***

change to orange logo to match Instagram/Facebook page 

photo logo as banner is great

add a photo banner on podcast page 

'Podcast' on page and  'Advertising/Marketing' on another***

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTINUED...

LinkedIn

Facebook

5x

5x

x

5x x

x ***industry should be
cohesive with each other on

all platforms***



RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS

Look into where our audience is listening from

Descriptions' formatting desktop/laptop is not synonymous on mobile device

On desktop, descriptions are not in bullet points

Change '� (flying money emoji)' to '� (crown)' in descriptions

PODCAST
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RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS

Find ways to incorporate new accent colors

Add 'About Me' Section

+ a humanizing aspect relating to brand (i.e "your favorite cocktail")

Stay consistent with fonts throughout platforms

WEBSITE
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